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277 " _____ a secret." Keep 
28 "Don't worry _____ him". about 
454 "Excuse me but do you know _____ this train is going to London"? if 
7 "Furnishings" means _____ : mobili 
19 "It's raining cats and dogs" in Italian means _____ : "Piove a catinelle" 
57 "Nice to _____ you". meet 
11 "Nineteen" means _____ : diciannove 
422 "The dog's name" means: Il nome del cane 
2 "This is my house, and that house is _____ ". yours 
33 "To need" means _____ : avere bisogno di 
96 "What a beautiful day!" Mirko said. Convert this sentence in indirect speech. He said that it was a beautiful day 
425 "Where's Tom?" - "He _____ tennis with Sarah". is playing 
402 ___ beautiful a place is, _____ likely it is to eventually be spoiled by tourist pollution. The more / the more 
387 ___ the president began to speak, protestors began chanting anti-war slogans. The moment 
407 ___ we get to the airport, _____ time we will have for shopping before take-off. The sooner / the more 
427 ____ are small. Flies 
388 ____ back here! Come 
322 ____ did you find your watch? I found it under that table. Where 
390 ____ fully, the Himalayas _____ at sunrise. To be appreciated / should be seen 
464 ____ here please. I want to speak to you. Come 
430 ____ is green. A leaf 
352 ____ of the films of Stanley Kubrick has _____ distinctive about it. Each / something 
391 ____ opium is being grown in Afghanistan this year ___ last year. Much more /than 
299 ____ people say that there is a ghost in that house. Many 
302 ____ rice ____ in the bowl? How much/ is 
53 _____ books are mine. These 
325 _____ children speak Spanish. These 
42 _____ cold today? Is it 
450 _____ countries have a coastline on the Mediterranean Sea? Which 
26 _____ do you go skiing? How often 
91 _____ do you go swimming? How often 
220 _____ does NATO stand for? What 
32 _____ hot yesterday? Was it 
18 _____ hours do you study at school? How many 
50 _____ I introduce you to my wife? May 
123 _____ loves me? Who 
203 _____ music is ____ popular passtime at many schools. - / a 
456 _____ no water in the bottle. There is 
282 _____ Pyrinees Mountain range separates France and Spain. The 
22 _____ quiet! Be 
93 _____ table had pots of butter and marmalade. Each 
131 _____ there a good restaurant near here? Is 
133 _____ touch my bag! Don't 
222 _____ was the first man in space? Who 
21 _____ you ever been to Paris? Have 
68 _____ you speak two languages? Do 
287 ______, he didn't do as well as expected in the exam. The teachers wondered why. Surprisingly 
206 A _____ statement was made announcing the vice president's retirement. formal 
381 A woman can become a _____ or a priest in the Anglican Church. nun 
36 After the rain appeared a wonderful _____ . rainbow 
150 Alessandro Manzoni _____ the first italian novel. wrote 
359 An elephant has two big _____ . ears 
207 Anne needed some money, _____ , she took a part-time job. therefore 
204 Are you _____ at the moon? looking 
451 At _____ I think she's very pretty. last 
415 Barry loves to talk a lot, doesn't he? In fact, I don't think I've ever met anyone quite as 

_____ as him. 
chatty 

310 Be quiet. Please don't wake the _____ baby. sleeping 
147 Bill _____ very busy lately. has been 
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324 Brad wasn't hungry; _____ , he took a toast. nevertheless 
189 Bruce _____ all around Europe last year. travelled 
175 By the time you arrived at the party, all of the interesting people _____ home! had gone 
346 Can you come _____ for dinner tomorrow? over 
226 Can you put your arm _____ the window and open the door? through 
452 Can you take the picture, please? Yes, I can 
337 Children, your task for tomorrow is to learn this poem _____ . by heart 
479 Choose the best phrase to complete this question: ____ a scanner in the office? Is there 
480 Choose the best phrase to complete this sentence: I've been trying _____ with him all 

week, but he's never in the office and his mobile always seems to be busy. 
to get in touch 

494 Choose the best phrase to complete this sentence: The office _____ open on 
Saturdays. 

is not 

499 Choose the best phrase to complete this sentence: To improve our balance of 
payments, we must increase productivity and _____ expenditure. 

cut down on 

500 Choose the best phrase to complete this sentence: When she lived in the centre, she 
_____ the bus to work. 

would often take 

97 Choose the best question to this answer: "I'm fine, thanks". How are you? 
474 Choose the best verb form to complete this sentence: If I _____ a cake, will you bring 

some wine? 
make 

483 Choose the best verb form to complete this sentence: Would you like a coffee before 
_____ back to work? 

you go 

490 Choose the best word or phrase to complete the following: I like Bologna. _____ 
interesting city. 

It's a very 

485 Choose the best word or phrase to complete the following: Ian McEwan is a British 
writer. _____ from Hampshire. 

He's 

473 Choose the best word or phrase to complete the following: Pete and Susan are away 
this week. _____ at a conference in Rome. 

They're 

496 Choose the best word or phrase to complete the following: Their children don't get any 
exercise. They just watch television _____ . 

all day 

481 Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: According to the market, 
prices may fall or _____ . 

rise 

489 Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: Government workers 
usually _____ home quite early in the afternoon. 

get 

486 Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: My husband doesn't _____ 
to help plan our holidays! 

do much 

497 Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: My sister's husband _____ 
thirty-five. 

is 

478 Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: Pedro Almodòvar is a film 
director from _____ . 

Spain 

482 Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: Reehana used to like going 
to school but this year she had to leave because her mother _____ to buy her books. 

could not afford 

492 Choose the best word or phrase to complete this sentence: Several people _____ his 
suggestion and some emails were exchanged about this. 

responded to 

487 Choose the best word or words to complete the following: I love Berlin. It's a really 
lively and exciting place, and the people _____ friendly. 

are very 

491 Choose the best word to complete the following: I have a lot of responsibility. I also 
have to deal _____ all customer complaints at the department store. 

with 

477 Choose the best word to complete the following: I'm always exhausted because my job 
is so demanding. I'm _____ a coffee bar in the centre of town at the moment, so I'm 
busy every day except Sundays. 

running 

484 Choose the best word to complete the following: My boss _____ to Florence for a 
meeting last week. He came back on Friday. 

went 

472 Choose the best word to complete this question: ___ do you like your job? Why 
495 Choose the best word to complete this sentence: Are there _____ CDs in stock? any 
475 Choose the best word to complete this sentence: I am no longer satisfied with my job, 

and I would really like to find something more _____ . 
challenging 

498 Choose the best word to complete this sentence: If the goods are faulty on arrival, you 
are entitled to receive a _____ . 

refund 

493 Choose the best words to complete this sentence: Sorry. Sandra isn't here at the 
moment. She's _____ . 

gone out 

488 Choose the correct answer for this question: What do you do? I'm an engineer 
354 Could you _____ date of birth, please? tell me your 
400 Could you repeat that, please? I'm afraid I _____ what you just _____ . didn't understand / said 
221 Divide the cake _____ four pieces, please. into 
439 Do _____ have a computer, Mandy? you 
470 Do not stop until I _____ you. tell 
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345 Do you believe _____ ghosts? in 
132 Do you like _____ ? skiing 
84 Do you like playing guitar? Yes, _____ . I do 
5 Do you live in France? No, I don't 
157 Does your _____ have a dishwasher? kitchen 
71 Does your _____ have a shower stall? bathroom 
246 Don't forget to _____ the camera. look at 
184 Don't forget to give me your phone number before _____ . you leave 
276 Don't jump _____ conclusions! to 
138 Don't lose your head!' means _____ . Don't panic 
154 Don't put that rubbish on the table! _____ Throw it away! 
356 eating the meal, I have to cook it. Before 
129 Eating too _____ sugar is bad for your health. much 
392 English is: an Anglo-Saxonlanguage 
315 Everyone _____ to read the book. wants 
44 Find a synonymous of "weak". Fragile 
94 Find an excuse _____ you don't want to go. if 
261 Find the adjective of noun "comfort". Comfortable 
259 Find the adjective of noun "rain". Rainy 
260 Find the adjective of noun "science". Scientific 
29 Find the different word. Loft 
258 Find the negative of " polite". Impolite 
257 Find the negative of "agree". Disagree 
255 Find the negative of "comfortable". Uncomfortable 
256 Find the negative of "possible". Impossible 
254 Find the negative of "to like". To dislike 
263 Find the noun of adjective "angry". Anger 
262 Find the noun of adjective "famous". Fame 
264 Find the noun of adjective "hot". Heat 
271 Find the noun of verb "to imply". Implication 
272 Find the noun of verb "to invest". Investment 
273 Find the noun of verb "to obey". Obedience 
239 Find the opposite of "clever". Stupid 
236 Find the opposite of "frightened". Relaxed 
250 Find the opposite of "interested". Boring 
240 Find the opposite of "wet". Dry 
269 Find the verb of noun "fight". To fight 
270 Find the verb of noun "shot". To shoot 
98 Find the verb of noun "sight". To see 
268 Find the verb of noun "sight". To see 
164 Giacomo and Giovanni are _____ Daniel tomorrow to study future tenses. meeting 
47 Gianna has three _____ , Maria, Luca e Veronica children 
90 Go _____ the bridge and turn left at the bakery. over 
65 green your favourite colour? Is 
158 Have you _____ to Marco? spoken 
59 Have you ever _____ a poem? written 
395 Have you ever been to the USA? "Yes, I _____ there last summer". went 
468 He _____ ten pages last night. read 
45 He died in 1990 _____ a car accident. after 
447 He is _____ tall. very 
308 He lost _____ money. our 
217 He often _____ dark suits. wears 
34 He told me everything _____ he knew. that 
319 Henry _____ lives in Tokio. still 
309 Her _____ is contagious. happiness 
245 Her husband is a _____ thoughtful person. very 
251 Hollywood movies bore me at _____ . I prefer art films. times 
171 How long _____ did you arrive? ago 
163 How many _____ have you drunk today? coffees 
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338 How many little _____ lies do we tell every day? white 
433 How much pepper _____ in the bottle? is there 
438 How old are you? I'm 18 
223 How's the _____ in Milano today? weather 
414 I _____ all night long, and I must get some sleep. have been studying 
80 I _____ Antonio ten years ago. met 
137 I _____ call Paolo tonight. must 
25 I _____ eat pizza on Sundays - It's my favourite food. always 
23 I _____ Giulio five years ago. met 
364 I _____ lunch at noon. eat 
394 I _____ my holiday abroad. often spend 
54 I _____ sad. feel 
112 I _____ to Austria last year on holiday. went 
179 I _____ to understand this grammar for hours, but I just can't! have been trying 
172 I always get _____ early in the summer. up 
116 I am _____ in class right now. sitting 
421 I am _____ to the radio now. listening 
16 I am eating a sandwhich with _____ . tuna fish 
357 I am from Thailand. I am _____ . Thai 
211 I am interested _____ modern jazz. in 
199 I am studying French because I need _____ it for my job. to speak 
380 I can hear the wind _____ the trees. in 
293 I can't _____ this is the best hotel in the city. believe 
365 I don't believe him _____ he has lied to me too many times. because 
372 I don't feel like _____ out tonight. going 
177 I don't like going to work _____ bicycle. by 
72 I don't think I have _____ you before in this shop. seen 
48 I find that difficult to believe. Do you trust _____ ? me 
213 I got up late and I _____ the train. missed 
314 I have a friend _____ speaks Italian. who 
418 I have a mobile _____ is blue. which 
15 I have known my _____ friends. brother's 
375 I have nothing _____ this afternoon. to do 
406 I haven't heard the news _____ . today 
102 I haven't visited my family _____ 2009. since 
187 I honestly can't believe that you are _____ enough to have such grown up children. old 
76 I hurt my leg _____ the third quarter of the basketball match. during 
455 I like _____ shoes. your 
232 I love studying Dutch. It's just so _____ . exciting 
20 I met Paola with a friend of _____ . hers 
384 I need to go to my meeting _____ 11 am at 
186 I never have _____ in the morning. breakfast 
360 I see with my _____ . eyes 
362 I smell with my _____ . nose 
39 I spent part of my vacation _____ Sicily. in 
99 I stay at Home _____ Christmas. for 
118 I studied English _____ seven years at school. for 
398 I think _____ photographs are better than _____ only because you have a better 

camera. 
your / mine 

419 I want _____ ice cream. an 
426 I want to buy _____ soup. a box of 
191 I was beginning to feel like a _____ Father Christmas. real 
467 I went to _____ and I bought some bread. bakery 
119 I went to buy some Christmas presents but _____ was too expensive. everything 
117 I will get in _____ with you by telephone. touch 
73 I wish Chinese was _____ to learn! easier 
107 I wish I could speak Chinese _____ . fluently 
238 I won't wait _____ him a minute more. for 
130 I would like a sandwich. I'm _____ . hungry 
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417 If global warming causes the ocean level to rise, _____ world will suffer. the whole 
136 If I _____ a millionaire, I'd buy a big car. were 
61 If I _____ you, I would work harder. were 
153 If you _____ live anywhere, which country would you choose? could 
411 I'll _____ have to go to Hong Kong next month for a meeting. probably 
167 I'll see you _____ you get home. when 
17 I'm _____ cinema on Sunday. going to 
382 I'm an ambitious person; I want _____ general manager. to become 
181 I'm going with a friend _____ father works in Paris. whose 
396 I'm not a vegetarian, but I _____ eat meat. rarely 
234 I'm not sure if my aunt or my uncle _____ arriving in Italy today. is 
85 I'm not sure what _____ do when I graduate. I'll 
24 I'm sorry but there _____ trains to Paris on Sunday night. aren't any 
244 I'm sorry I did it. It's all my _____ . fault 
196 I'm tired. I'll take a _____ . nap 
92 I'm very interested _____ history. in 
434 In _____ end we decided not to go to the cinema but to watch television. the 
307 In my _____ you'll be a fantastic chef. opinion 
436 In view of the limited amount of information and evidence the case was now 

considered to be _____ . 
closed 

353 In which word is the /h/ not pronounced? Honour 
161 Is Marge a nurse? Yes, she is 
142 Is there _____ at home? anybody 
149 Is there _____ news from Peter yet? any 
266 Is there _____ you need to clarify before our next meeting? anything 
170 Is your father at home? No, he _____ a few days at the sea. is spending 
457 It _____ be very hot this summer. will 
227 It _____ great and I think I have learned a lot. was 
135 It has been _____ for three hours. raining 
178 It is a quarter to four. It is _____ : 3.45 
449 It is predicted that _____ computing technology will increase in value at _____ same 

time it will decrease in cost. 
- / the 

368 It should stop _____ by this evening. raining 
125 It was a windy and rainy night, _____ I decided to go out. nevertheless 
448 It wasn't long ago when I last saw her - it was only the _____ day. other 
109 It's a _____ we didn't see Barcellona when we visited Spain. pity 
169 It's a good idea to photocopy your ID card _____ it gets stolen. in case 
231 It's a long way _____ China to Europe. from 
160 It's Monday morning, but already I _____ it was Friday. wish 
371 It's only about 10 minutes _____ his home. from 
145 It's only about 10 minutes _____ his home. from 
101 It's too cold to go to _____ beach today. the 
463 I've _____ him since I was a little girl. known 
192 I've _____ in the same house since I was a child. lived 
404 I've never _____ anything like it before. seen 
305 Jack and Franny are looking for _____ dog. their 
399 Jack is _____ of our strikers, and so he is _____ likely to score a goal. the best / the most 
378 Jane's apartment is right _____ mine. under 
237 Jill was very disappointed _____ her examination. with 
373 Jim is much more careful _____ you are. than 
424 Jimmy speaks Spanish. His country is _____ . Spain 
344 John and Nick will be _____ with envy when they see my new car. green 
224 John fell _____ a tree and broke his arm. out of 
321 Johnny has breakfast _____ 8 o'clock. at 
67 Last year I _____ get up at seven o'clock in the morning. used to 
243 Leave me _____ ! alone 
348 Let's go out and have some fun. _____ , it's Sunday! After all 
383 Linda _____ a vegetarian three years ago after watching a documentary on animal 

rights, and she _____ meat since then. 
became / hasn't eaten 

8 Lola is Spanish but _____ passport is English. her 
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335 London is _____ . a very beautiful city 
151 London is _____ than New York. older 
63 Look it _____ in the dictionary! up 
66 Look! It _____ to rain. Get your umbrella. has started 
304 Manuela is _____ elegant young woman. an 
43 Marco _____ music and books. enjoys 
233 Mario's failed his exam and now he's feeling a bit _____ . depressed 
31 Mary, _____ sister lives in London, is a very nice girl. whose 
202 May I go outside please? Yes, you may 
248 Mike is going to the cinema and I want to go with _____ . him 
416 Most people don't want to study Latin because it is a _____ language. dead 
6 My _____ is Rossi; my name is Marc. surname 
442 My advice to you is to make your mind up before it's too late and simply take the 

opportunity _____ . 
now 

333 My brother has just finished _____ his room. painting 
242 My brother is _____ intelligent. so 
446 My father _____ in a bank. works 
306 My father hurt _____ in the kitchen. himself 
212 My father is about as _____ as your father. strong 
143 My friend often goes to Paris, _____ I have never been there. whereas 
366 My friend often goes to Paris, _____ I have never been there. whereas 
162 My friends _____ sick. are 
12 My friends has _____ of money. lots 
435 My little sister is so _____ at school that she is too afraid to ask to go to the toilet. timid 
428 My mother _____ tickets. buys 
77 My parents _____ when I was very young. divorced 
296 My parents are _____ the same age. both 
124 My sisters are out in the garden. Can you see _____ ? them 
215 My vacation starts _____ July 3. on 
190 Never ask Monica to dance while her husband is looking. He always gets so _____ of 

her. 
jealous 

209 No, I promise you. You _____ offend me at all. didn't 
332 Normally he _____ in Rome but at the moment he _____ in London. works/is working 
148 Open your books _____ page 15. at 
200 Our doctor advised us to have malaria vaccinations _____ we travel to Namibia. before 
403 Our house _____ 3 bedrooms. has 
297 Our neighbour's children _____ loudly. speak 
228 Our next trip will be to _____ United States. the 
301 Oxen _____ useful. are 
58 Paolo is _____ ; he is young. eighteen 
51 Paolo is _____ than Mario. taller 
289 Paul _____ do many things alone. doesn't 
458 Perhaps she would have been _____ by that dog if its owner hadn't been faster and 

caught him right on time. 
bitten 

82 Peter _____ married with Susan; now they _____ . was; are separated 
208 Picasso was _____ on October 25, 1881 in Malaga, Spain. born 
27 Piero is _____ boy in the classroom. the most intelligent 
1 Please _____ us, if you need more information. contact 
49 Please look _____ me. at 
444 Please read the book _____ it's still available from the library. while 
285 Please will you pass me _____ grapes? some 
216 Pre - school education is divided _____ two levels: nursery and kindergarten. into 
294 Problems related to immigration are getting _____ . more and more complex 
225 Put your books and notes _____ . We're going to do a test. away 
180 Remember _____ me a postcard. to send 
393 Rob is over _____ . there 
316 Robert needs to talk to _____ . them 
312 Roberta is using _____ dictionary. my 
197 Romeo and Juliet is a play written _____ Shakespeare. by 
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351 Ryan was in trouble with the law as a teenager, _____ he managed to turn his life 
around before it was too late. 

but 

389 Scott ____ three Romance languages already, and he ____ a fourth one next term. has learnt / will begin 
56 She _____ dance, but she sings very well. can't 
87 She becomes _____ beautiful every day. more and more 
198 She goes to school _____ foot. on 
46 She hasn't bought _____ apples. any 
369 She is _____ . German 
121 She is going _____ the office. to 
88 She lost all of her possessions to _____ . gambling 
70 She migrated to New York four years _____ . ago 
275 She speaks neither German _____ French. nor 
347 She turned _____ to be a nice clever girl. out 
218 She was _____ a very heavy case. carrying 
318 She was born _____ 1985. in 
440 She won't speak to her boyfriend _____ he apologizes. until 
441 She's going to look after the cat _____ I'm away on holiday. while 
330 Simone promised _____ the bill by the end of the month. to pay 
431 Sometimes it is _____ to find suitable books for our children. difficult 
350 Sonia, I have to be at the bank in fifteen minutes, and my car won't start. Can you 

_____ , please? 
give me a lift 

331 Susan gets up at seven o'clock and goes to _____ at eleven. bed 
113 That book is mine. Give it to _____ . me 
106 That car was too _____ for us to buy. expensive 
295 That is _____ . Tom's house 
4 That was the _____ film I have ever seen in my life. worst 
367 The _____ is in the sky. sun 
114 The _____ surgeon in town did Poldo's operation. best 
78 The adverb of adjective "good" is _____ : well 
313 The company has changed _____ name. its 
183 The computer is _____ the table. on 
408 The cottage is _____ fire. on 
405 The door of the plane is open; is everybody ready? Ok, _____ jump! let's 
115 The fish and chip shop is the most _____ form of British take-away. traditional 
219 The furniture is made _____ solid wood. of 
401 The higher the discount, _____ . the more you save 
146 the hotel there is a bus stop. In front of 
139 the nature round here! It's so beautiful! Look at 
253 The new Company wants to _____ business with us. do 
62 The official _____ of France is French. language 
429 The old man doesn't _____ the bridge. cross 
10 The opposite of "soft" is _____ : hard 
120 The plane is flying _____ the Alps. over 
267 The plural of "enemy" is _____ : enemies 
247 The plural of "line" is _____ : lines 
9 The plural of word "spy" is _____ : spies 
235 The Police _____ coming. are 
69 The president _____ a very interesting speech an hour ago. gave 
14 The price of this room range _____ 60 € _____ 150 € per night. from/to 
40 The radio _____ by Guglielmo Marconi. was invented 
86 The shopping centre will be opened _____ October. in 
108 The simple past of verb "to like" is _____ : liked 
291 The students _____ the room when the roof collapsed and nobody was hurt. had just left 
214 The students are bored _____ studying English. with 
110 The test was too difficult for the students to _____ . pass 
122 The train was _____ time. on 
376 The woman who _____ the blue book in her hand is my sister. has 
3 The word "factory" means _____ : fabbrica 
363 The world problems are getting _____ and _____ difficult to solve. more; more 
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105 There _____ some sugar. is 
469 There are different ways of _____ Shakespeare's plays and each director makes an 

individual choice. 
approaching 

79 There are millions of _____ people in the World. poor 
249 There is _____ wine in the bottle. some 
410 There's _____ _____ food in the house, so we'll have to go out and buy _____ . no / some 
361 These computers are _____ than those. newer 
437 They _____ a lot at the dinner last night. smoked 
290 They _____ come here every day. don't 
83 They _____ when we got home. were sleeping 
397 They are a _____ couple. beautiful 
280 they at school yesterday?. No they _____ . Were; weren't 
159 They don't want to do this exercise. They're so _____ . lazy 
465 They like Pop music but _____ Rock music. they don't like 
64 they like tea? Do 
311 This book belongs _____ Maria. to 
370 This dictionary is _____ useful than that one. more 
320 This is a good book _____ by a very famous writer. written 
466 This is the biggest fish that I have _____ caught. ever 
173 This is the first time I _____ this exam. have done 
182 This magazine is published in _____ English and French. both 
201 This summer is _____ last year. warmer than 
165 This summer my parents are _____ an appartment on the coast. renting 
355 Those _____ are tall. nurses 
423 Those are _____ . glasses of water 
409 Though It was supposed to be a 3-star hotel, there was not ___ a TV in the room. even 
37 Time _____ all ills. cures 
55 Today is very hot, it's a _____ day. sunny 
326 Tommy has _____ sisters. two 
95 Walter and _____ share a very small flat in the centre. I 
323 We are _____ the garage. cleaning 
358 We are happy. We aren't _____ . sad 
144 We can see _____ in the mirror. ourselves 
89 We discussed _____ politics for hours. _ 
35 We hope it _____ rain. will 
379 We live near the airport. There are always airplanes flying our house. over 
265 We talked about a lot of _____ last night. things 
278 What a noise! You fed the dog, _____ you? didn't 
461 What are you doing now? I am studying 
241 What are you looking _____ ? for 
156 What are you talking _____ ? about 
103 What are your _____ for the weekend? plans 
155 What does "food" mean? Something to eat 
230 What is the opposite of "polite"? Rude 
168 What is the plural of "hero"? Heroes 
126 What is the plural of "knife"? Knives 
41 What is the simple past of verb "to cry"? To cried 
128 What is the simple past of verb "to spring"? Sprang 
152 What is your _____ food? favourite 
385 What should we do _____ tomorrow night? _ 
205 What should we do? I have _____ idea. an 
13 What time _____ it? is 
193 What time _____ yesterday? did you leave 
462 What time is it? It's 7 o'clock 
100 What's the weather _____ ? like 
443 When did they arrive? Yesterday 
134 When did you _____ that movie? see 
279 When I _____ a child I _____ two cats. was; had 
471 When I give advice to my children they never listen _____ me. to 
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174 When I left home this morning it _____ . was raining 
188 When Joanna first met her husband she _____ twenty-four. was 
292 Where are you going? The staff meeting hasn't finished _____ . yet 
210 Where did you _____ for your holiday in the end? go 
460 Where is John? He is _____ home. at 
52 Where was Giulia yesterday? She was at school 
75 Which form is correct? It is going to rain 
104 Which is the closest English equivalent of the Italian idiomatic expression 'Pagherei per 

sapere ciò che pensi'?". 
A penny for your thoughts 

38 Which of these words is a part of body? Eyebrow 
303 Which one is a feminine of "uncle"? Aunt 
111 Which one is a verb to simple past? Saw 
298 Which one is correct? Our village has an old temple 
341 Which one is different? Spoon 
340 Which one is different? Customer 
328 Which one is different? Break/broke 
342 Which one is different? Boy/man 
339 Which one is different? Beautiful/old 
60 Which one is different? Apple 
327 Which one is different? Dishwasher 
374 Which one is different? Fork 
329 Which one is different? Grapefruit 
300 Which one is the singular noun? Child 
343 Which one is wrong? Study/studing 
127 Which one is wrong? Churchs 
334 Which one is wrong? Take/taked 
476 Which sentence is correct? I haven't seen him for a long time 
195 While I _____ someone knocked at the door. was sleeping 
229 While I was in New York I visited _____ Fifth Avenue. _ 
349 Who _____ this afternoon? I heard that someone was looking for me. rang 
140 Who is that girl _____ the newspaper? reading 
459 Whose house, is it? It is _____ house. Paola's 
194 Why _____ that you were going to buy a new house? didn't you tell me 
176 Why didn't you come to the theatre last night?. I _____ finish some work. had to 
336 William has some friends who _____ near here. live 
30 Would you like a coffee? Yes, I would like 
445 Would you like a drink? Yes, I would like 
286 Yesterday Tony _____ us a lift in his car. gave 
81 You _____ chosen a better person for the job. She was perfect. couldn't have 
413 You _____ to Thailand in the high season unless you ____ reservations. shouldn't go / have made 
141 You are _____ teacher I've ever had. the best 
453 You frequently see this kind of violence on _____ television. - 
274 You have taken the rubbish out, _____ you? haven't 
412 You haven't eaten the entire cake that is made for tonight's party, _____ ? have you 
284 You must drive _____ because of the storm. carefully 
386 You scared me! I didn't hear you _____ . come in 
317 You speak _____ very well. Italian 
74 You won't pass the exam _____ you study. unless 
283 You'll remember to invite her, _____ you? won't 
288 Your _____ are white. teeth 
420 Your children look very _____ . healthy 
166 Your exam is on Tuesday at 10 o'clock, _____ don't be late! so 
252 Your excuses now don't _____ any difference. make 
281 Your horse is _____ than ours. much bigger 
185 Your house is a palace _____ my house. beside 
432 Your houses are old . _____ are new. Ours 
377 Your sister doesn't study as _____ as you do. hard 
 


